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Signs of Impertinence... Graffiti Art and Mural Re-writing

Simona Stano

Spatial discontinuity is crucial to build up any topological identity (cf. Marrone, 2005, p. 4): the division of space into spheres that require different behaviours and impose limits and rules of conduct makes people aware not only of their bodies and their faculty to act in the surrounding environment (cf. Cervelli and Sedda, 2006, p. 172), but also of the parameters that underlie the attribution of meanings and values.

Moreover, according to Lotman (1987), space has a double semiotic life: on the one hand, it shapes the universe according to its own image, projecting its internal forms to the outside world; on the other hand, it is itself modelled depending on the image of the universe that is typical of a certain culture.

The same idea is supported by Hammad (2003), who states that space confers significance to the society that lives in it, while shaping it: it is the case of processes of mutual signification in which space, culture and identity reciprocally inter-define themselves.

1 This article is based on the paper “Graffiti e pratiche di ri-scrittura murale. La EastSideGallery di Berlino”, presented at the congress “Scrivere la città. Dal segno metropolitano al muralismo artistico”, Turin, January 25-26, 2011.
In such dynamics, walls are particularly important, as they are material artefacts generally intended to serve as borders and boundaries, to defend territories and separate and isolate people, expressing identities and constructing systems of rules of conduct and movement.

**For a definition of walls**

In the *Oxford Dictionary*, the wall is described as: a long vertical solid structure, made of stone, brick or concrete, that surrounds, divides or protects an area of land (Wehmeier 2005, p. 1714).

This description is very close to the definition proposed by the Italian *Devoto-Oli*: “*struttura muraria verticale, con funzione portante o divisoria. Il pl.f. mura indica una cinta difensiva cittadina o anche un ambito circoscritto o isolato per ragioni di ordine domestico o collettivo*” (Devoto e Oli 2009), as well as to the explanation suggested by the French *Petit Robert*: “*ouvrage de maçonnerie qui s’élève verticalement ou obliquement sur une certaine longueur et qui sert à encloire, à séparer des espaces ou à supporter une poussée*” (Robert 2006, p. 1457), and that of the Spanish *Diccionario de uso del español* by María Moliner: “1. *obra de albañilería hecha de piedra, ladrillo, adobes, etc., formando una placa vertical, que se construye para cerrar un espacio, sostener una techumbre, etc. 2. obstáculo que impide la comunicación y el entendimiento entre las personas*” (Moliner 2002, p. 944).

Beyond the various classifications that distinguish walls according to the materials or techniques adopted to construct
them or other possible distinctions based on the relationship between walls and the architectural complexes of which they are part, starting from the previously mentioned definitions it is possible to identify some basic ideas related to the functions they can assume and the meanings they can be related to.

As Andrea Mubi Brighenti states in *The wall and the city*, “walls are material artefacts designed to attain some goals” (2008, p. 7): in particular, the objectives promoted by such material artefacts generally seem to associate them with ideas such as limit, defence, isolation, security, power, and lack of communication. In the above-mentioned definitions, this is primarily revealed by the verbal and adjectival forms used to describe walls: “that surrounds, protects or divides an area of land”; “con funzione [...] divisoria”, “cinta difensiva”, “ambito circoscritto o isolato”; “qui sert à enclore, à séparer des espaces”; “para cerrar un espacio”, “obstáculo que impide la comunicación y el entendimiento”.

Several scholars also pointed out the links existing between walls and Foucault’s theory of *governmentality*: using a Foucaultian terminology, walls can be described as governmental objects. This means they are part of the larger activity known as government of the population, and – as Foucault (1978/1991: 95) remarked – “with government it is a question not of imposing law on men, but of disposing things”. Governmentality works by defining positions inside a relational field, which is essentially a territorial field (Brighenti 2008, p. 7).

In this sense, the wall can be conceived as part of a precise political strategy, as it: “not only offers the possibility of
a tangent way, but works as a framework within which civilisation and barbarism, the human and the non-human, safety and risk find a clear line of demarcation” (Coletta, Gabbi and Sonda 2008, p. 44, TdA).

From a strategic point of view, walls work as separating elements or limits that introduce boundaries in a previously continuous space, establishing semantic oppositions such as “inside” vs. “outside” (walls as physical barriers of separation and isolation), “visible” vs. “invisible” (perceptual barriers that prevent contact and communication), “continuous” vs. “discontinuous” (with checkpoints as the only – strictly monitored and controlled – points which break the impenetrable continuity of the wall), etc.. They are “surface-boundaries” (Mattiucci, 2008, p. 37, TdA) that symbolise social control (cf. Campesi, 2008, p. 42), expressing on the level of expression contrasts existing on the level of content: ethnic, cultural and social differences.

**Artificial barriers vs. natural barriers: from “Nature” to “Culture”**

A further consideration about walls comes from the comparison between artificial barriers and the so-called “green walls”: the hedges.

A hedge is “a fence or boundary formed by closely growing bushes or shrubs” (Word Reference 2010). Again, therefore, it is the case of an element that works as border and separation edge, but which differs from the common artificial walls for its “natural” conformation: even if the hedges require
human intervention not to perish, they are made of natural ecosystems.

This is a key difference, which refers to the opposition between *Nature* and *Culture*, that is further associated, in this case, with other oppositions such as “continuous” vs. “discontinuous” and “penetrable” vs. “impenetrable”.

If in the hedges, in fact, among the branches of the shrubs, there are cracks and empty spaces that ensure a certain permeability and penetrability of the barrier, in the case of artificial walls the gaps are minimized, and they totally disappear with the use of concrete. On the other hand, it should be noticed that the continuity of conventional walls (at least if we refer to modern separation barriers between people and states) is generally interrupted by checkpoints. Nevertheless, the systems of strict surveillance that normally characterise these points make this discontinuity unperceived. Thus the impression of impenetrability of walls becomes even stronger. Finally, the lack of colours typical of artificial barriers, whose uniform and unrelieved grey contrasts with the iridescent green of leaves and the nuances of any flowers or berries in the hedges, further helps to mark the contrast between natural and artificial elements.

The wall represents therefore a strong rift with the surrounding environment, which however tends to be perceived less and less as time goes by.

Walls impact directly on bodies. Not simply this: as walls set up specific and selective perceptual limitations into the here-and-now of a given locale, they also tend to become part of
the unquestioned, naturalised background of that locale. If
the wall exists in-between people and their free movement,
that in-betweenness tends to constantly shift towards the
lifeworld’s horizon, thus becoming invisible (Brighenti 2008,
p. 7).

Through such processes of normalisation, a visible element is
slowly converted into an invisible one, what is unusual into
something normal and usual.

**Tactical and strategic uses**

Walls separate, divide, isolate. Besides their strategical uses,
however, there are *tactical uses*: “this is where resistance and
its transformative capacity comes in. Situational interaction
constantly modifies and reshapes the significance, impact and
meaning of walls. Whereas [...] strategy aims at naturalising
walls pushing them to the background, making them recede
into invisibility, tactics constantly re-thematise walls, pulling
them towards new social foregrounds. Tactics are enacted by
actors who have no power on the governmental planning of
space, but who nonetheless concur actively in the collective
shaping of social territories. Walls are built by day and painted
by night. Not simply do people live in walled environments,
they make things with walls. Such uses of walls are material-
and-semiotic just as walls themselves” (ibid., pp. 7–8).

In such dynamics of *re*-definition and *re*-thematisation of
artificial barriers, it is essential to point out the importance
of *graffiti*.
**Graffiti and “artistic” walls**

Derived from the Italian verb *graffiare*, “to scratch”, and related to the Latin *graphium*, “stylus”, the word *graffiti*: “is the name for images or lettering scratched, scrawled, painted or marked in any manner on property. Graffiti is any type of public markings that may appear in the forms of simple written words to elaborate wall painting” (Wehmeier 2005, p. 634).

It is very interesting to compare this definition with the one proposed by the *Real Academia Española*: “marca o inscripción hecha rascando o rayando un muro; letéro o dibujo circunstanciales, generalmente agresivos y de protesta, trazados sobre una pared u otra superficie resistente” (2010).

In the first case, the emphasis is put on the public nature (“public markings”) of graffiti, a characteristic that is very important in relation to tactical uses of walls: if, on the one hand, walls represent power and social control that limit the individuals, on the other hand, through graffiti art, the same individuals may claim their right to use public space and to express themselves. Prohibited by the same law that promoted the wall, graffiti represent an instrument of disobedience and protest, as highlighted by the definition of the *Real Academia Española* (“generalmente agresivos y de protesta”).

It is also very interesting to notice the closeness of this type of art to common people and everyday life, an element which becomes evident in the expressions that are commonly used to refer to it: *urban* or *street* art.
Leaving out the discussion about the evolution of the techniques and styles\(^1\) of mural art, we will deal about social, political and semiotic aspects related to graffiti, analysing how they intervene in the processes of signification of walls and in the dynamics of definition and re-definition of public and social space.

**Graffiti and practices of mural re-writing: the East Side Gallery of Berlin.**

After the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, hundreds of artists from all over the world gathered in Berlin and transformed with their works the eastern side of the barrier – that was untouchable until then –, giving it a new face. This is the *East Side Gallery*, a section of wall of 1300m in length and 360 cm in height located at Mühlenstrasse. Its 106 graffiti express the euphoria and great hopes for a better future, denouncing at the same time the story of Berlin, Germany and the entire world in the years immediately preceding the fall of the barrier.

**The corpus**

The corpus consists of some of the most representative and evocative graffiti of the *East Side Gallery*\(^2\).

---

\(^1\) It is not possible to deepen the question here, but it should be noticed that mural art includes both *tags* (and writings of different nature) and figurative representations. In the following analysis we will make reference to this second category.

\(^2\) Some pictures were taken in Berlin in 2009. Some others from the website www.eastsidegallery.com.
Figure 1 – *La Buerlinica* by Stephan Cacciatore (East Side Gallery)

Figure 2 – *The Mortal Kiss* by Dimitrij Vrubel (East Side Gallery; on the left: 1989; on the right: 2009, before restoration)

Figure 3 – *Dancing to Freedom* by Jolly Kunjappu (East Side Gallery)
Figure 4 – *Ohne Titel* by Thierry Noir (East Side Gallery)

Figure 5 – *Sea of Humanity* by Kani Alavi (East Side Gallery)

Figure 6 – *Test the Best* by Birgit Kinder (East Side Gallery)
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Figurative and plastic analysis

La Buerlinica by Stephan Cacciatore (figure 1) is a quotation of the famous Guernica¹ (1937) by Pablo Picasso, whose title refers to the bombing of Guernica, which occurred during the Spanish Civil War.

The masterpiece realised by the Spanish painter represented an attempt to attract the public to the Republican cause, denouncing at the same time the terrible sufferings inflicted by war on all human beings. Following the example of Picasso, Cacciatore wanted to celebrate the fall of the Berlin Wall with a symbolic painting that could express the atrocities that the barrier symbolised. The result is a highly articulated composition that represents the pain of a death perpetuated by a perverse and violent humanity. A terrible reality, that in the Spanish painter’s work found expression in the use of monochrome, but that, in the East Side Gallery, assumes the colours of the German flag to denounce the tragedy of a country where, more than anywhere else, the atrocities of the Cold War and the division of the world into two antagonistic blocs were noticeable.

It is also very interesting the choice of decomposing the original scheme of the painting by Picasso: if before war and violence caused the break-up of figures, that were highly geometrical and fragmented in differently oriented sections, now the division of the scene into six adjacent panels, as well as the mutilation of most of the represented figures, visually express the collapse of a world view based on a strict separation and

¹ To this end, note the inclusion of the vowel “u” (which refers to Spanish phonetics) in the title chosen by Cacciatore.
an apparent balance between two superpowers (whose most evident manifestation was the wall itself).

With reference to the figurative level, it is relevant the presence of the horse, a key figure in Guernica, whose tensivity alludes, as in Picasso’s masterpiece, to a catastrophe in respect to which no thinking person can manage to stop suffering. However, some differences strongly emerge: first, the cry of pain (“No”) of the animal, whose despair is so deep that it can no longer be simply represented by sharp and hard forms, necessitating the use of the linguistic code. Secondly, the lower part of the group of figures that compose the horse has a phallic configuration that refers to a sexual metaphor used to denounce, once again, the perverse violence of war and the struggle for power.

Another figure taken from the painting by Picasso is the mother with the dead child, which is characterised, in the graffiti of the Berlin Wall, by the death of the child, with the creation of a sort of visual paradox for which the observer witnesses the scene of a desperate Mary mourning the death of her son even without having a body over which she can express her despair. Once again, tragedy is extreme, despair is maximum, pain is unbearable.

Concerning the figurative level, then, there are other very significant elements: the light bulb, symbol of a destructive science, is replaced by a figure whose shape resembles that of a submarine or missile (the reference is to nuclear weapons, the quintessential symbol of the Cold War), which in turn draws the attention to the other two components of the image, that are placed slightly downwards: a helpless man at the centre of a viewfinder and a machine gun lying at his feet.
Other elements that are missing are the *dove*, already barely visible in the work by Picasso, and the *flower* in the hand of the dead soldier, symbol of peace and hope. To replace the bird, there is a black figure that looks like a fish: on the one hand, there might be a reference to the image of Christ\textsuperscript{2}; on the other hand, the chromatic dimension suggests a dysphorical axiology, for which it seems to refer again to the submarine – a sort of *mechanical fish*, with a clear reference to the opposition between natural and cultural objects – and to war.

With regard to the opposition Nature vs. Culture, then, it is particularly interesting the figure of the *omnivorous plant*, symbol of a nature that, being “infected” by the violence and brutality of humanity, has become destructive. Next to the plant, it is located a further representation of despair: the female figure, symbol of sorrow and resignation, is merged with the – female – face who holds the lamp in *Guernica*, an element that Picasso himself had significantly recovered from the *Massacre of the Innocents* by Guido Reni.

The result is a work that does not evoke anymore a world vacillating between darkness and light, as it was in the painting by Picasso, but the portrait of an inhuman and violent humanity that is condemned to destruction and death.

*The Mortal Kiss* by Dimitrji Vrubel (figure 2) depicts one of the most famous kisses in modern history, the one between the communist leaders Erich Honecker (East Germany) and Leonid Brežhnev (Soviet Union) during the thirtieth anniversary of the German Democratic Republic in June 1979.

\textsuperscript{2} According to early Christian iconography.
The reference is to a relationship of mutual dependence that Vrubel visually represents as one of those kisses with which lovers compromise too much themselves, despite knowing that there is no future for their desperate relationship. To this end, it is relevant the thin black line that marks the division but at the same time the link between the two faces, as well as the verbal text, that explicitly denounces the menace of this union: the Cyrillic caption accompanying the image (“God, help me to survive to this deadly love”) refers to the title – and especially to the adjectival form (mortal, “lethal”) chosen to describe the kiss between the two characters.

“No more wars. No more walls. A united world”. This is the message contained in the caption of Dancing to Freedom (figure 3) by Jolly Kunjappu. A hymn to peace and concord, expressed not only by the linguistic code, but also on the plastic level, with the choice of polychromy for the letters that form the sentence. The same polychromy invades even the iconic dimension, where the eidetic component is predominant, with sinuous black and coloured lines contributing to the realisation of the final scene: a harmonious dance (hence the title) between two figures placed one in front of the other, almost symmetrically with respect to the three concentric circles (with a double reference to the value of perfection) in the middle, whose chromatic configuration refers, again, to the German flag. But there is a key difference in respect to the graffiti by Stephan Cacciatore: here the allusion to the German context does not seem to be used to emphasize the tragedy of a state in which, more than in any other, the atrocities of the Cold War were noticeable, but rather to send a message of hope and faith in the future, first for Germany and, by extension, for the whole world. A future without wars or walls... a future characterized by the existence of a united and free world.
“Ohne Titel” (Some heads, figure 4) depicts 16 big heads (each 360 x 240 cm) painted on the east side of the Berlin Wall by Thierry Noir.

It is an immense work, whose aim is “to do something against the wall” (Noir), leaving a witness and a warning to future generations. It is important for the young generations that they see this long part of the Berlin Wall, just like it is, to realize how horrible that border was, to make them taking conscious, to think about not to do the same mistake one more time. [...] The ESG stands to say to everybody “Please: NOT AGAIN THE SAME ERROR”. It is also important to show that every wall is not built forever (ibid.).

A message that is clearly expressed even on the visual level: the chromatic variety derives not only from the intention to provide brightness and vividness to the wall, but it is also a tribute to difference, a cry against the standardisation typical of the regime represented by the barrier (whose memory remains in the terrified expression of the third and eleventh faces). Moreover, the various sections that compose the work show 16 differently oriented heads, so that some of them seem to communicate with the others. It is the triumph of encounter on isolation, the victory of peaceful dialogue on separations and conflicts. Thus Noir\(^3\) metaphorically re-destroys the wall, with an act that he defined as simple but extremely important.

*Sea of humanity* (figure 5) by Kani Alavi is another very evocative work of the East Side Gallery: a series of faces, drawn

---

3 Whose artistic interventions on the wall – it should be pointed out – began well before its fall, on the western side.
with blurred and fuzzy lines and without specific traits or determined gender, occupy the space between two walls. It is an indistinct mass of individuals who are restricted within limits that give no room for the expression of personal identity and create a strong sensation of loss, chaos and terror. Which, on the visual level, primarily finds expression on the chromatic level, with cold and dull colours that create a gloomy and sinister atmosphere.

The author’s complaint is evident: the wall annihilates the individual, it deprives him of his identity, reducing him to a few confused lines and to sad colours that gradually fade out in the background. Nevertheless, a glimmer of hopes remains: lost in the crowd, two faces kiss each other. Love thus lives on violence and obligations; fraternity triumphs on annihilation.

*Test the Best* (figure 6) by Birgit Kinder depicts a *Trabant* that “holes” the wall, as if it had broken it from the other side.

The choice of the car is not accidental: the *Trabant* – whose German name means “travelling companion” – has remained in the collective imaginary as one of the symbols of the former East Germany. It is also relevant the number of the licence plate depicted by Kinder, “November · 9 – 89”, the date of the fall of the Wall, that is thus immortalised by both the verbal text (the date) and the iconic language (the hole in the wall, with the car coming out from it and the cracks that surround the vehicle). Through the *trompe l’oeil* technique, the artist depicts a kind of *meta*-wall that speaks of itself, or rather, of its own demolition.
Conclusions

As mentioned above, walls can be strategically or tactically used. In the first case, they symbolise social and political power as well as the intention to divide people, isolate communities, draw boundaries and borders and preclude all contact and communication. In the second one, through graffiti art, the barriers can communicate and express the voices of those that the social power would like to divide and make silent.

Tactically speaking, the most remarkable fact about walls is that they offer a visible surface, which becomes a surface of inscription for stratified, criss-crossing and overlapping traces. Because of the very territorial nature of walls, such traces are highly visible interventions that define new forms of social interaction, even at a distance. Each wall creates a public, insofar as it defines a public focus of attention for a number of viewers and actors. Walls in urban environments are located at the convergence of a number of forces. Such convergence is precisely the domain of the public. Hence, walls often offer a playground to the struggle for public attention and the definition of visibility regimes, which ultimately are political regimes (Brighenti, 2008, p. 8).

If, on the one hand, we assist to normalisation processes that try to incorporate artificial barriers to the surrounding context – so that, over time, we tend not to be aware of their presence –, on the other hand, graffiti try to break the “grey” silence of walls, giving back to them that visibility that normalisation tries to hide.

To this end, it is very interesting the definition of graffiti...
proposed by Ella Chmielewska in *The wall as witness-surface*: “assertion of a personal voice against the rules of the public place” (2008, p. 26).

In this sense, it is possible to consider graffiti as a form of *inopinatum* or “unexpected impertinence”: with their bright and vivid colours, graffiti launch a cry against the “silent” uniform grey of walls, giving them visibility.

A presence inscribed into a public place, a graphic witness to an event, a trace of an expressive gesture, graffiti is there to be noticed (*ibid*).

This intercedes in a number of semantic oppositions that, as discussed in the previous sections, are very important with respect to the processes of semantisation of walls: with the bright colours that generally characterize them, *graffiti* contrast the chromatic uniformity that is typical of the construction materials (mostly concrete) for artificial barriers, intervening in oppositions such as “to hinder the sight” vs. “to attract the eye”, “normalisation” vs. “visibility”, “continuous” vs. “discontinuous”, etc...

The wall thus ceases to be an instrument of impenetrable isolation and becomes a real means of communication that offers anyone the opportunity to express himself and to play an active role: “another meaning of the vandalized wall is the idea of “being there”, of leaving a sign of our presence: I sign, therefore I am” (Dogheria 2008, p. 18).

The same enunciative act (“to scratch” the wall) gives to the *enunciatore* – the individual, whose voice the wall would like
to silence, relegating him to the role of *enunciatee* – an active role. From *objects* of policies and ideologies whose visible and tangible manifestation is the wall itself, individuals are then converted into active political *subjects* able to regain their right to use public space to express themselves and communicate with other people.

Moreover, beyond the strictly functional and conceptual level, graffiti promote processes of *re*-semantisation of walls for the contents they represent and the forms they use to do so.

Both the verbal text and the iconic code, as well as the figurative (use of metaphors and inclusion of key figures) and the plastic (chromatic rhymes and contrasts, certain topological or eidetic configurations, etc.) levels, contribute to redefine walls and the meanings they are related to from time to time.

Thus, for example, the Berlin Wall ceases, in the *EastSide*, to uniquely represent the symbol of the Cold War, the Iron Curtain that divided the world into two blocs after the Second World War, and also becomes a reminder of a rediscovered brotherhood, a hymn to cooperation and peaceful coexistence. It is even converted into an open-air art gallery – the largest in the world –, becoming a tourist attraction.

What once divided, isolated and prevented communication, now draws the attention of thousands of people who visit the ESG, give lectures on it, write or read articles or books about its *graffiti*.

It is in this sense that *graffiti* become *signs of impertinence*: as they are practices of mural *re*-writing which use walls as
inscription surfaces, they are able to re-semantise them, that is to re-write their meanings and functions, intervening in oppositions such as “lack of communication” vs. “dialogue”, “isolation” vs. “communication”, “euphoria” vs. “dysphoria”, “life” vs. “death”, “continuity” vs. “discontinuity”, etc.

From both the strategical and the tactical perspective, the wall is an object that constitutively calls into play the interweaving of space and social relations. Walls are inherently material and semiotic, material-and-immaterial. They manage space and define mobility fluxes that impose conduct and restrain freedom of movement, but they are also constantly challenged because of the symbolic meanings they assume: they can be reassuring as well as oppressive, they can be irritating as well as inspiring. Most interestingly, they can be built for an aim but deflected to many another (Brighenti, 2008, p. 8).

Even before physical destruction of barriers, graffiti make it possible to undermine their existence: the fall of the wall is just the final and less relevant act of its demolition. First of all, walls lend themselves to practices of desertion and elution that re-encode and progressively erode them (cf. Coletta, Gabbi and Sonda 2008, p. 44).

As pointed out, in such dynamics of re-encoding and re-semantisation, graffiti, with their unexpected impertinence, play a very important role.
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